§ 51.639
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other means may detract from the appearance of the fruit to a greater extent than the shade and amount of discoloration allowed in the grade.
§ 51.639

Fairly well colored.

Fairly well colored means that except
for a 1-inch circle in the aggregate of
green color, the yellow color predominates over the green color on that part
of the fruit which is not discolored.
§ 51.640

Fairly well formed.

Fairly well formed means that the
fruit may not have the shape characteristic of the variety but is not
elongated or pointed or otherwise deformed.
§ 51.641

Fairly smooth texture.

Fairly smooth texture means that the
skin is not materially rough or coarse
and that the skin is not thick for the
variety.
§ 51.642

Damage.

Damage means any specific defect described in § 51.652, Table IV; or an
equally objectionable variation of any
one of these defects, any other defect,
or any combination of defects, which
materially detracts from the appearance, or the edible or marketing quality of the fruit.
§ 51.643

Fairly firm.

Fairly firm means that the fruit may
be slightly soft, but not bruised, and
the skin is not spongy or puffy.
§ 51.644

Slightly misshapen.

Slightly misshapen means that the
fruit is not of the shape characteristic
of the variety but is not appreciably
elongated or pointed or otherwise deformed.

§ 51.645

Slightly rough texture.

Slightly rough texture means that the
skin is not smooth or fairly smooth but
is not excessively rough or excessively
thick, or materially ridged, grooved or
wrinkled.
§ 51.646

Serious damage.

Serious damage means any specific defect described in § 51.652, Table IV; or
an equally objectionable variation of
any one of these defects, any other defect, or any combination of defects,
which seriously detracts from the appearance, or the edible or marketing
quality of the fruit.
§ 51.647

Slightly colored.

Slightly colored means that, except for
a 2-inch circle in the aggregate of
green color, the portion of the fruit
surface which is not discolored shows
some yellow color.
§ 51.648 Misshapen.
Misshapen means that the fruit is decidedly elongated, pointed or flat sided.
§ 51.649 Slightly spongy.
Slightly spongy means that the fruit
is puffy or slightly wilted but not flabby.
§ 51.650 Very serious damage.
Very serious damage means any specific defect described in § 51.652, Table
IV; or an equally objectionable variation of any one of these defects, any
other defect, or any combination of defects, which very seriously detracts
from the appearance, or the edible or
marketing quality of the fruit.
§ 51.651 Diameter.
Diameter means the greatest dimension measured at right angles to a line
from stem to blossom end.
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